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StarHorizon * Takes -U- Places

The Wonder & Magic of Butterflies



I'm a little tiny furry little cute little 

caterpillar wandering through our big wide 

world.



I find a branch to climb…

crawling slowly taking my sweet old time.



when I finally got to the top of the branch,

I was so happy, I did a little dance



there were green leaves everywhere

for all of our creatures to share



so I munched on a bunch…

I ate those green leaves for breakfast, 

dinner, and lunch.



until I got bigger and bigger

and fatter and fatter.

I didn't stop until I felt like 

I was going to pop;



once I did stop

I don't know why... but I got this sudden 

urge to fly high through our big blue sky.

So I looked up at the sky and closed my eyes 

and repeatedly said



“give me wings so I could fly”

“give me wings so I could fly”

“give me wings so I could fly”



In my mind, I started spinning…

then the urge took its full force



I really started spinning…

I was spinning....

round and round and round and round

round and round and round and round

round and round and round and round



it was as if the world was my very own 

merry go round

so I laughed with glee

almost making myself have to pee

I laughed so much, I didn't even realize…



I spun myself inside my very own cocoon.

I said, “oh boy, oh boy...

I hope I get out of here soon”

so I waited and waited and meditated 

...and waited.



until finally…

one magical morning everything seemed 

brighter…



colors of the rainbow…

flourished inside my cocoon.

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple



all of the sudden...

I got the urge to break free,

so on the count of three

READY? 



“1-2-3”

I pushed and pushed…

 then finally…



“ah ha, I'm free, what's this?

I have wings… I could fly

I'm a butterfly

I have wings… I have wings

I could fly

my wish came true!”



So I flew high through our big blue sky.

Looking down I noticed

little tiny furry little cute little 

caterpillars wandering through our big wide 

world.



I smiled to myself and thought…mmm…one day 

their wish to fly high through our big blue 

sky will come true too!



Create Your Own Unique Butterfly!



My vision for creating this children's story book is 

to encourage the inner child within all of us to be 

guided and inspired by our imagination.

This story also encourages one to fully embrace and 

experience our wonderful life cycle.

.

My goal is to create story books using original art 

and poetry to facilitate parents to explore healthy 

creative ways to interact with their children.

 

The art is designed as a tool for parents and educators 

to foster their own creative process in story telling.

Spend a minute meditating on each picture...

It will guide you in discovering your own story to share.

I have my Masters degree 

in School Counseling. 

With a passion for

teaching the metaphors 

found in nature to urban 

technologically-advanced 

children through sensory 

and experiential workshops

I personally develop.

 



Feel free to view my blog:

[ RestoreConsciousness.blogspot.com ]

You can reach me &/or send donations via

paypal to:

RestoreConsciousness@gmail.com

To be part of the creation of more:

Inspiration through Imagination Inc.

Poetic Story Books...

( Prints of original art available. )

Stay in Touch! 

Have a Beautiful Magical Day!
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